
6 Grade Argument Response #1
Prompt: Write a 2-3 paragraph essay arguing whether teamwork or individual work is more important for 
success.   

Teamwork vs. Individual Work 

So today I will be talking about whether teamwork or individual work is 

more important for success.  

First, of all individual work is more efficent for other. Therefore, they 

can get better grades for their standards. So, individual work is better if 

it is a big grade etc.! But also, their are other people whom like 

teamwork better than individual work. People has different standards 

and recommondations but it all depends on them. Individual work is 

better if you like on point grades (straight A’s). 

Therefore, individual work is more efficent for people, like me. They 

have many different circumstances for different people. 

No claim is made 

No formal voice 

Addressing both sides of the 
argument muddies the claim. 

   Begins with a strong conclusion 
and then weakens it by talking 
about other people. 
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6 Grade Argument Response #1
Prompt: Write a 2-3 paragraph essay arguing whether teamwork or individual work is more important for 
success.   

Teamwork vs. Individual Work 

So today I will be talking about whether teamwork or individual 

work is more important for success. 

First, of all individual work is more efficent for other. Therefore, 

they can get better grades for their standards. So, individual 

work is better if it is a big grade etc.! But also, their are other 

people whom like teamwork better than individual work. People 

has different standards and recommondations but it all 

depends on them. Individual work is better if you like on point 

grades (straight A’s). 

Therefore, individual work is more efficent for people, like me. 

They have many different circumstances for different people. 
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6 Grade Argument Response #2
Prompt: Write a 2-3 paragraph essay arguing whether teamwork or individual work is more 
important for success.   

Teamwork vs. Individual 

Imagine your a star bobsledder in the olympics, you can’t finish 

or do the race on your own. Teamwork is better than individual 

work. First, you get help when on a team. Secondly, it’s more 

fun. And last, you can’t complete or win some things without 

teamwork. 

To begin, you can get help when on a team. For example, in a 

study group if you don’t know the answer to a question the 

group/team can help you.  According to the article, “The Pole” 

a man named Matthew Henson fell into the ice and almost 

froze. If it wasn’t for his teammate Commander Peary he 

wouldn’t of survived. In addition, it’s more fun to do things as a 

team. If you wanted to play tag it would be pretty sad to just 

tag yourself when playing the game, it would also look 

awkward. Lastly, a team helps you complete and win. When 

playing a sport like football, baseball, or soccer, you need the 

team to help you win or succeed. For instance, if you were 

near the goal but couldn’t score you could pass to a teammate 

to assist and score your team a goal. 

In conclusion, teamwork is better than individual work. First, 

you get help on a team.  Second, it’s more fun. And last, you 

can’t compete or win things without the help of teamwork. 

Weak basis for an argument, 
but does have a claim. 

   Nice reference to the text 

While funny, this is not 
formal style. 

Not great reasons because 
there are just as many 
solitary sports. 

Did change up the 
conclusion from the 
introduction, but it isn’t 
strong. 
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6 Grade Argument Response #2
Prompt: Write a 2-3 paragraph essay arguing whether teamwork or individual work is more 
important for success.   

Teamwork vs. Individual 

Imagine your a star bobsledder in the olympics, you can’t finish 

or do the race on your own. Teamwork is better than individual 

work. First, you get help when on a team. Secondly, it’s more 

fun. And last, you can’t complete or win some things without 

teamwork. 

To begin, you can get help when on a team. For example, in a 

study group if you don’t know the answer to a question the 

group/team can help you.  According to the article, “The Pole” 

a man named Matthew Henson fell into the ice and almost 

froze. If it wasn’t for his teammate Commander Peary he 

wouldn’t of survived. In addition, it’s more fun to do things as a 

team. If you wanted to play tag it would be pretty sad to just 

tag yourself when playing the game, it would also look 

awkward. Lastly, a team helps you complete and win. When 

playing a sport like football, baseball, or soccer, you need the 

team to help you win or succeed. For instance, if you were 

near the goal but couldn’t score you could pass to a teammate 

to assist and score your team a goal. 

In conclusion, teamwork is better than individual work. First, 

you get help on a team.  Second, it’s more fun. And last, you 

can’t compete or win things without the help of teamwork. 
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6 Grade Argument Response #3
Prompt: Write a 2-3 paragraph essay arguing whether teamwork or individual work is more 
important for success.   

Have you ever been working as an individual and gotten frustrated?  

Teamwork is more important to success individual effort.  First, There 

will be multiple perspectives while working as a team.  Second, 

members can work more efficiently.  As you can see, working on a 

team is better than working as an individual. 

     First, members can see multiple perspectives on their work. In the 

story onward the author explains, someone falls into the frigid water 

and he would have died if his teammate was not there to help him 

out.  This shows that it is safer to work as a team.  In the article 

“advantages and disadvantages” the author states, “working as a 

team now will help you later on when you get a job.”  This proves that 

you will find different ways to work together now and use it later.  

Obviously, if you work as a team you will find more ways to succeed. 

     Second, members will work more efficiently.  In the “kid president 

video” kid president says, “work as a team to achieve your dreams.”  

This proves that if you work as a team you can accomplish almost 

anything.  IN the video “sara tucholsky-an inspiring softball story” 

sara hits a home run for the first time, but she tore her acl and could 

barely make it to 1st base.  Her teammates were not able to help her 

because they were not allowed.  So the opposite team offered to 

carry her to each base so she could get a home run.  This shows that 

working as a team can help make everyone happy and work together 

to solve problems.  As you can see, if you work as a team you can 

achieve a goal. 

     Obviously, if you work as a team you will accomplish things faster 

and achieve multiple things with the team you are working with. 

Didn’t address the 
“why” of the opening 
question. 

    Missing the most 
important part of the 
claim. “than” 

Multiple references to 
resources. 

Interprets/elaborates 
on text. 

Conclusion, but no 
complexity. Very 
weak. 
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6 Grade Argument Response #3
Prompt: Write a 2-3 paragraph essay arguing whether teamwork or individual work is more 
important for success.  

Have you ever been working as an individual and gotten frustrated? 

Teamwork is more important to success individual effort.  First, 

There will be multiple perspectives while working as a team.  

Second, members can work more efficiently.  As you can see, 

working on a team is better than working as an individual. 

     First, members can see multiple perspectives on their work. In 

the story onward the author explains, someone falls into the frigid 

water and he would have died if his teammate was not there to help 

him out.  This shows that it is safer to work as a team.  In the article 

“advantages and disadvantages” the author states, “working as a 

team now will help you later on when you get a job.”  This proves 

that you will find different ways to work together now and use it later.  

Obviously, if you work as a team you will find more ways to succeed. 

     Second, members will work more efficiently.  In the “kid president 

video” kid president says, “work as a team to achieve your dreams.”  

This proves that if you work as a team you can accomplish almost 

anything.  IN the video “sara tucholsky-an inspiring softball story” 

sara hits a home run for the first time, but she tore her acl and could 

barely make it to 1st base.  Her teammates were not able to help her 

because they were not allowed.  So the opposite team offered to 

carry her to each base so she could get a home run.  This shows 

that working as a team can help make everyone happy and work 

together to solve problems.  As you can see, if you work as a team 

you can achieve a goal. 

     Obviously, if you work as a team you will accomplish things faster 

and achieve multiple things with the team you are working with. 
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6 Grade Argument Response #4
Prompt: Write a 2-3 paragraph essay arguing whether teamwork or individual work is more important for 
success.   

  Working alone can sometimes be isolating and frustrating. Teamwork is better than 

working individually. Teamwork provides you with multiple perspectives.  Work can get 

done more quickly and easily when working in a team.     

   The first reason why teamwork is better is because when you are working together 

you will have multiple perspectives.  In the article “Advantages and Disadvantages” the 

author stated that we all have different talents and when we can work all together and 

put all of our talent together we will get it done faster. The proves that our different 

perspectives contribute to the success of the team.  Additionally, the article 

“Advantages and Disadvantages of Teamwork” says that if people use all of their great 

individual ideas, and combine them with the ideas of others, you can put them all 

together to make one great idea. This shows different perspectives and talents help 

with teamwork.   

   The second reason that teamwork is better than individual work is because when 

you’re working in a group the work will go faster. In the text “Teamwork or Individual 

Work, Which is Better?” the author states that when there's more people helping, each 

doing a different thing to help or sharing ideas, it will go faster.  This shows that you 

can go faster in a group and get work done faster. In the softball video a girl wanted to 

get her first home run ever and she finally did but she fell and got badly hurt. She was 

crawling to the bases but the members of the other team picked her up and ran around 

the bases and let her touch each base. This proves that team work is better because if 

she didn't have the other teammates she might have made it around the bases, but it 

would have hurt more and would have taken way longer. This shows that when you 

have a team or group working on something hard the team can help things can go 

faster. 

   In conclusion, teamwork is obviously better than individual work in many ways.  For 

one, you can benefit from all of the ideas and perspectives of the different team 

members. Additionally, work gets done much faster and better when people work 

together.  If you are struggling to come up with ideas for a project or to get something 

done quickly you should look for people to work with in a team.   

Great relatable 
opening 
statement. 

Good references 
to text 

Interprets or 
elaborates on 
text. 

Clever part of the 
conclusion. 
Makes a 
recommendation. 
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6 Grade Argument Response #4
Prompt: Write a 2-3 paragraph essay arguing whether teamwork or individual work is more important for 
success.   

   Working alone can sometimes be isolating and frustrating. Teamwork is better than 

working individually. Teamwork provides you with multiple perspectives.  Work can get 

done more quickly and easily when working in a team.     

   The first reason why teamwork is better is because when you are working together 

you will have multiple perspectives.  In the article “Advantages and Disadvantages” the 

author stated that we all have different talents and when we can work all together and 

put all of our talent together we will get it done faster. The proves that our different 

perspectives contribute to the success of the team.  Additionally, the article 

“Advantages and Disadvantages of Teamwork” says that if people use all of their great 

individual ideas, and combine them with the ideas of others, you can put them all 

together to make one great idea. This shows different perspectives and talents help with 

teamwork.   

   The second reason that teamwork is better than individual work is because when 

you’re working in a group the work will go faster. In the text “Teamwork or Individual 

Work, Which is Better?” the author states that when there's more people helping, each 

doing a different thing to help or sharing ideas, it will go faster.  This shows that you can 

go faster in a group and get work done faster. In the softball video a girl wanted to get 

her first home run ever and she finally did but she fell and got badly hurt. She was 

crawling to the bases but the members of the other team picked her up and ran around 

the bases and let her touch each base. This proves that team work is better because if 

she didn't have the other teammates she might have made it around the bases, but it 

would have hurt more and would have taken way longer. This shows that when you 

have a team or group working on something hard the team can help things can go 

faster. 

   In conclusion, teamwork is obviously better than individual work in many ways.  For 

one, you can benefit from all of the ideas and perspectives of the different team 

members. Additionally, work gets done much faster and better when people work 

together.  If you are struggling to come up with ideas for a project or to get something 

done quickly you should look for people to work with in a team.   
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